PROGRAMMABLE AIR FRESHNESS SYSTEM
One Dispenser, Two Cartridge Options

WORLD'S BEST ODOR CONTROL SYSTEM
Continuous fresh scent & odor control

☑ Reliable
☑ Effective
☑ Economical
☑ Safe
☑ Eco-Friendly
Reliable Performance

Oxy-Gen Powered is the only technology that guarantees the delivery of fragrance in the air continuously, consistently and accurately for the entire duration of the cartridge life.

This precise technology is based on a fuel cell technology that is used in the pharmaceutical industry to deliver drugs to human beings and animals.

Oxy-Gen Powered technology is simple, reliable and cost-effective.

---

Fragrant Odor-Control Cartridges

- **bloom**: An exotic floral scent of night flowering jasmine, orange blossom and gardenia.
- **crush**: An exotic mix of pineapple, tropical fruits and coconut.
- **glow**: Juicy black cherries, with a hint of almond, plum, vanilla and cinnamon spice.
- **spa**: A fresh, invigorating scent with fragrant lavender and spicy herbs.
- **tang**: An intensely fruity perfume with hints of orange supported by warm spices.
- **adore**: A sophisticated fragrance that combines fresh apple notes with amber and spices.
Oxygen-Pro is the perfect odor control system for any establishment as the user can program the dispenser to work for 30, 60 or 90 days, and can select different fragrance intensity levels with the flexibility of two different cartridge sizes to choose from.

.. and two cartridges

Economical
The Regular cartridge works for 30 days and is the ideal choice to replace aerosols, gels, sprays or other passive systems. The cartridge contains 20 ml of pure fragrance oil which amounts to about 4 times more fragrance oil than a standard metered aerosol can.

Lowest Cost-in-use
When using the Grande cartridge, the dispenser can be programmed to work for 30 days, 60 days or 90 days. The cartridge contains 35 ml of pure fragrance oil, that is approximately 7 times more fragrance oil than a standard metered aerosol can. The fragrance intensity can be changed to a strong (30 days), normal (60 days) or (90 days) mild scent.

The dispenser automatically detects the Grande cartridge and works as per the chosen setting. The Regular cartridge works for 30 days immaterial of the programmable switch position.

The Oxygen-Pro cartridges are available in a wide range of fragrances and are compliant with CARB, EU, IFRA and REACH regulations.

charm
A fantasy melon fragrance modified with cool green notes, a hint of citrus and a slightly floral background.

glee
An invigorating scent of green apple and pear softened with peach and pineapple.

spring
Intense floral notes of ylang, lavandin and geranium with hints of fresh cologne and lemon.

zeal
A vibrant, bubbly scent of lime, lemon and grapefruit.

zing
A freshly sliced, mouthwatering mandarin fragrance sweetened by lush, juicy orange.

flair
A pure, clean fragrance of delicate florals and watery notes.
Effective Fragrant Odor Control

All Oxygen-Pro Fragrant Odor Control Cartridges contains Neutra-lox, our proprietary odor eliminator ingredient that is extremely effective against the smell of urine, feces, body odor, tobacco, pet malodor, kitchen odor, mold and mildew, etc.

Unlike other systems that only mask odors, Oxygen-Pro cartridges eliminate odors and releases fragrance effectively.

NEW! Non-Fragrant Odor Control Cartridges (With Super Strength Odor Eliminators)

Non-Fragrant Odor Control Cartridges with super concentrate odor eliminators are the ideal choice for any facility that desires odor elimination with Very Low or No fragrance, such as health care facilities, hotels, etc.

With a hint of lemongrass fragrance, this is the ideal choice for areas where high odor elimination is required with Very Low fragrance, just as an indicator.

With no added fragrance oils and a 100% natural plant oil base as the active ingredient to neutralize a broad spectrum of odors. Kleer Natural is the ideal choice for areas where No Fragrance is desired.
Safe
With **no added solvents** and **no alcohols**, the Oxygen-Pro cartridges contain **100% pure fragrance oil** and are a safe choice for any facility. Since the cartridges are not pressurized containers, they are safe to transport and store.

Eco-Friendly
Unlike aerosols, the Oxygen-Pro system does **not contain any CFCs**, **has no added VOCs or propellants**, no ‘spray and fade effect’ and ‘no noise’. A fresh, constant level of fragrance is released continuously, consistently and discreetly. The cartridges can be safely disposed of in a plastic recycling bin at the end of the cartridge life.

---

I know the washroom is clean, just because it smells so fresh.

---

- Malodors are eliminated
- Your restroom is left with a clean, fresh scent
Easy To Install & Service

The dispenser can be easily mounted on the wall using double-sided tape or screws. The simple push and go format ensures that it is easy to replace cartridges or batteries.

```
Break the cartridge seal

Step 1

ROTATE THE CAP CLOCKWISE WHILE PUSHING IT DOWN, UNTIL THE CAP ROTATES FREELY.

Make sure that the cap is fully pushed down.

Remove the protective wrap

Step 2

REMOVE THE PLASTIC WRAP AND DISCARD IT SAFELY.

Insert the cartridge into the dispenser

Step 3

PUSH THE CARTRIDGE FIRMLY INTO THE DISPENSER, UNTIL IT LOCKS INTO PLACE.
```

Servicing Oxygen-Pro is so easy with no complicated programming. It takes just a few seconds to fit a new cartridge.

Oxygen-Pro vs other systems

**Consistent Continuous Fragrancing**

- Aerosols 15 - 30 minutes between sprays
- Gravity and Passive Systems
- Gels and Wicks
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